ArizMATYC Spring 2013 Campus Reports

AMATYC Southwest Region

- New traveling workshops coordinator for AMATYC: Ana Jimenez
- AMATYC conference in Anaheim, CA beginning Oct. 31, 2013

General

- 

Arizona State University

- Online/hybrid system for Intermediate Alg., College Alg, and College Math
- Developing online courses for business calc., calc., linear algebra, and diff. eq.
- Developing 4-credit pre-calc./trig. course - oriented for STEM majors
- Developing actuarial degree program; hiring more statistics faculty
- Using more hybrid/online to help manage space more efficiently

Arizona Western College

- No report

Central Arizona College

- Two new campuses opening
  - One already opened with one building
  - Second expected in Fall
- Changing developmental program
  - Using OER
  - Emporium/modular design
- Hoping to hire two new positions
- Looking to change the pre-requisite for 142 (possibly integrating some 121 material into 142)

Chandler-Gilbert CC

- Hired two new residential faculty last fall; planning to hire another position for Fall
- Breaking ground on new Student Center building

Cochise CC

- No report

Coconino CC

- Hosting SW Regional conference June 14-15
- Switching to CANVAS
  - Piloting now
Complete transfer in Summer
- Math department applied for an innovation grant to write a new 142 book
- Kate will be writing an open-source Statistics book in Fall
- MAT140/141 pilot in Fall adding some Intermediate Algebra material to 142 so students can go directly from Beginning Algebra to 140/141
- Looking for a new Institutional Researcher
- HR director passed away unexpectedly, so will be looking for someone to fill that position
- In process of reorganizing the academic area
- The road to the Paige campus collapsed
  - Reconstruction expected to take 2 years

Dine College

- New administration
  - Have 8 campuses
  - Hired 2 new instructors with high school, elementary school background

Eastern Arizona College

- Next year is the 125th Anniversary

Embry-Riddle

- No report

Estrella Mountain CC

- Finishing up Estrella Hall expansion
  - Will be Dev. Ed. focused, including tutoring services
- Hiring a new Dev. Ed. position

Gateway CC

- No report

Glendale CC

- Working with West Valley Think Tank to help implement Common Core
- Hiring 2 positions, to bring total up to 36 full-time faculty
- Planning to pilot the Modules in Fall 2014

Grand Canyon University

- New buildings and growth
- Hired full-time faculty to teach lower-level online courses
- Moved from Angel to LoudCloud
• A for-profit, Christian-based University

Mesa CC
• Got a Gates Foundation grant to rebuild Dev. Ed
• Working to get NADE certified
• Will be hosting SUNMARC conference

Mohave CC
• No report

Northern Arizona University
• Created University College
• Hired 5 new doctoral faculty
• Growing – department has grown by more than 50% in 5 years
  o Several new buildings
  o Redid quad. Area
  o Built a new parking garage
• Using Emporium model for several courses
  o Expanding for next year
• Faculty involved in Intel Math program
  o K-8 teachers going through 80-hour program
  o Expanding into more counties

Northland Pioneer College
• Enrollment down
  o Expected because limited late registration
  o Implemented $25 late registration fee
• Expecting not to teach finite math and differential equations, due to historical low enrollment
• Focusing on core curriculum of algebra
• Will be co-listing business math course with the business department
• Will be combining the Science and Math departments
• 3 of 5 governing board members left this year

Paradise Valley CC
• Remodeled the old County Library building into the Q building – math department moved in
• Remodeling the Student Center
• Would like to host future ArizMATYC
• 2 new hires last year, 1 expected next year
• Moving toward more online/hybrid offerings – 082, 092, 120, 142
• Developing OER materials
• Black Mountain campus
• Using Ipads in classrooms
• Offering 2 online courses for ABUS: 212, 217
  o Would not allow instructors to require tests on campus
  o Will be piloting ProctorU
• Have testing and tutoring available in the Q building

Phoenix College

• Hired a new faculty member
• Tom Adamson is retiring this year
• Adopted OER materials for 082, 092, and 182
• Piloting OER materials for 12X, 15X
• James Sousa has over 2500 online videos for various courses

Pima CC

• Hired 4 new math faculty
• Still searching for a Chancellor
• Pilotiing an Emporium model for 3 years
  o Rumors are spreading that Pima is eliminating Dev. Ed. – this is not true
  o Goal is to reduce time spent in Dev. Ed. curriculum
• Enrollment is down, back to where it was before the economic troubles
• Working to phase out late registration
• Considering becoming a smoke-free campus

Rio Salado CC

• No report

Scottsdale CC

• OER materials adopted through pre-calculus
• Working on OER for calculus
• April Strom working on MSP grant, along with CGCC and GCC
• Working on grant with ASU
• Ted Coe working with PARCC organization
• Working extensively on Maricopa modules

South Mountain CC

• Moving toward OER for Dev. Ed. classes
  o Piloting 09X now
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- Hoping to pilot 082, 121 in Fall
  - Working with NASA, offering internships

Tohono O’odham CC

- No report

University of Arizona

- No report

Yavapai College

- Remodeled on Verde campus
- One faculty member retiring
- Considering modules
- Accreditation evaluation in 2 weeks